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Enhanced Raman scattering of single nanoparticles in a high- Q whispering-gallery microresonator
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We study Raman scattering of single nanoparticles coupled to a high-Q whispering-gallery microresonator.
It is found that cavity resonances greatly enhance the Raman signal, and the enhancement factor is as high as
108 . Unlike the noncavity case, the signal power exhibits a nonmonotonic dependence on particle size, and it
reaches the maximum when the Rayleigh scattering loss and the cavity intrinsic loss are comparable. We further
analyze how the Raman signal intensity is influenced by different parameters including cavity quality factors and
taper-cavity coupling strength. The detection limit of observing single-nanoparticle Raman signal is discussed
finally. As a potential application, this mechanism may provide an alternative way to detect specific biological
targets without the need of precovered biorecognitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical microcavities supporting whispering-gallery modes
(WGMs) have attracted much attention recently because of
their ultrahigh quality factors, small mode volumes, excellent
scalability, and ease in fiber coupling [1,2]. Light-matter
interaction is significantly enhanced in these optical systems,
which enables various applications ranging from fundamental
physical studies to functional photonic devices [3]. As a typical
scenario, when high-Q WGMs interact with a single atom
or atomlike particle, such as neutral atom, quantum dot, and
nitrogen vacancy center, strong coupling and vacuum Rabi
oscillations can be observed when the coherent coupling
strength exceeds the dissipation rates of the system [4–10].
Moreover, when the interacting particle is purely dielectric or
plasmonic, the cavity resonances are observed to be strongly
modified in both mode spectrum and mode pattern even when
the particle is at nanoscale [11–18]. The latter triggers intense
studies in highly sensitive biosensing by using high-Q WGM
microcavities. For example, single nanoparticle detection and
sizing have been realized experimentally by monitoring mode
shift [19–24], splitting [25–28], or broadening [24,29,30],
showing a high potential in label-free optical biosensing.
In general, high-Q microcavities provide a high sensitivity
in optical sensing, but they cannot identify adhered particles.
To selectively detect target particles, microcavity surfaces are
usually functionalized by biorecognition elements [31–35],
e.g., antibodies which can capture specific antigens. However,
the precovering may lower the cavity quality factor, and in
a realistic application, one would expect a simple method to
sense the specific particles without the need of a complex
biofunctionalization process. Over the past few years, the
surface-enhanced Raman scattering using microcavities was
proposed and shown to have great potential in specific single
molecule detection [36–39]. Also, stimulated Raman lasing in
WGM microcavities has been studied [27,28,40–44]. A recent
experiment [45] has shown the possibility of detecting the
Raman emission of a single 1-μm-radius particle in a fiber

ring resonator. Up to now, the previous theoretical studies on
the cavity-enhanced single-particle Raman scattering mainly
focus on the field distribution in far field in the framework
of Lorentz-Mie theory [36–38]. However, for practical applications such as single-particle Raman spectroscopy and
detection, the collection of the Raman signal is more efficient
by using near-field waveguides. Moreover, the Raman signal
intensity would be influenced strongly by the mode properties
such as quality factors and coupling condition, which requires
more careful treatments considering a microcavity in a real
environment.
In this paper, we investigate analytically the enhanced
Raman emission of a single nanometer-scale particle in a
taper-coupled WGM microcavity system, as shown in Fig. 1.
The WGMs greatly enhance the Raman emission signal in two
ways. On the one hand, benefiting from the ultrahigh cavity
quality factors of the WGMs, the circulating pump power
within the cavity is strongly enhanced due to the large energy
build-up factor, which leads to the first step in Raman scattering
enhancement. On the other hand, considering Raman gain
linewidth of most material is relatively large [46], the scattered
light can also be on resonance with cavity modes, which
we define as Stokes cavity modes. The Stokes cavity modes
provide the second-step enhancement. In addition to the
enhancement in emission rate, the Stokes cavity modes also
enable a high efficiency in Raman light collection through the
efficient taper-cavity coupling.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, using
the Maxwell nonlinear coupled equation [11], we develop
a general theory to study the Raman emission of single
nanoparticles in high-Q WGM microresonators. In Sec. III, we
analyze the Raman yield which is defined as the ratio of output
Raman power to input pump power for different-sized particles
and in different microresonators. In Sec. IV, the detection limit
to observe Raman signal of a single nanoparticle is discussed.
Finally, a summary is presented.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
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In this work, we consider that both the pump and Stokes
light are coupled to respective cavity modes. Using the
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ωp
√
gs |as |2 ap + κp,1 ap,in ,
ωs

(1)

an asymmetric one with the particle at its node [25]. For
symmetric standing wave, the eigenfrequency is shifted from
the degenerate frequency by Rayleigh scattering, and the total
damping rate is κi = 2κi,r + κi,0 + κi,1 (i = p,s), where κi,0
and κi,1 are intrinsic cavity loss and taper-cavity coupling rate,
respectively [25,30]. In comparison, the asymmetric wave
mode has no mode shift from the degenerate WGM and no
extra scattering loss, because the scatterer locates at its node. In
this work, the referred cavity modes are actually the symmetric
ones, since the asymmetric modes are not affected by the
scatterer, and thus not involved in the Raman emission.
In the present work, only spontaneous Raman emission
occurs. Using Eqs. (1) and (2), the threshold for stimulated
Raman emission into cavity modes is derived as Pth =
(κs κp2 )/(4κp,1 gs ). For example, at least 1 W is required to
achieve stimulated emission for a 50-nm-radius particle in
a cavity with intrinsic quality factor Q0 = 108 and mode
volume Vp(s) = 150 μm3 . Generally, owing to the small
size of the nanoscale scatterers, the pump power is far
below the stimulated Raman threshold for emissions into
both cavity and vacuum modes. Multiplying both sides of
Eq. (2) by as∗ yields dNs /dt = −κs Ns + 2gs ωp Np (Ns + 1),
where the mean cavity photon number is given by Np(s) =
|ap(s) |2 /ωp(s) . In the above equation, one supplementary
Stokes photon number is added to take the spontaneous emission into account [46,48]. For spontaneous Raman emission,
the mean Stokes photon number satisfies Ns  1 (Ref. [46]).
Thus we obtain the modified rate equation

das
κs
= − as + gs |ap |2 as ,
dt
2

(2)

d|as |2
= −κs |as |2 + Gs |ap |2 ,
dt

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of a taper-cavity
system for detecting single nanoparticles, where a tapered fiber is used
to excite high-Q WGMs and to collect their Raman emission. Here
κp(s),0 denotes the intrinsic decay rate of pump (Stokes) cavity modes,
while κp(s),1 stands for the taper-cavity coupling rate. The coefficient
κp(s),r describes the Rayleigh scattering loss by the nanoparticle itself.

Maxwell nonlinear equation and under the slowly varying
envelope approximation, the rate equations of the cavity modes
are [47–49]

 ωp
dap
κp 
= ip −
ap −
gs (ωj )|aj |2 ap
dt
2
ω
j
j
−

where we use the subscript “p” to stand for the pump cavity
mode, while “s” stands for the Stokes cavity mode for clarity.
Here ap(s) is the slowly varying field amplitude of the pump
(Stokes) cavity mode, ap,in stands for the input pump wave,
ωp(s) is the angular frequency, and p denotes the detuning
between pump light and corresponding cavity mode. The
second term in Eq. (1) represents the loss from the Raman
scattering into vacuum modes, where aj , ωj , and gs (ωj ) are
the slowly varying field amplitude, angular frequency, and
Raman gain coefficient of vacuum mode j , respectively. The
Raman gain coefficient of Stokes cavity mode gs is calculated
by −6ωs Im(χs(3) )/(0 n2p n2s VR ) [47]. Here, χR(3) denotes the
effective third-order Raman susceptibility at the frequency
shift ωp − ωs , and np(s) is the refractive index. Since the
particle radius is only tens of nanometers, we approximate the
effective Raman modal volume VR as Vs Vp /(4fs2 (r )fp2 (r )V ),
where Vp(s) , fp(s) (r ), and V are the cavity mode volume, the
cavity-mode function, and the particle volume [47].
Note that apart from Raman emission, the particle itself
also causes Rayleigh scattering which has two effects. First,
it serves as a new loss channel to the optical fields with
the damping rate being κi,r = αi2 ωi4 fi2 (r )/6π c3 Vi (i = p,s),
where αi = 3V |(n2i − 1)/(n2i + 2)| is the polarizability of the
particle. Second, the backscattering induces coupling between
a pair of counterpropagating WGMs (i.e., the clockwise
and counterclockwise cavity modes) [11]. In the case of
the resolved splitting, two standing-wave modes are formed:
a symmetric mode with the particle at its antinode, and

(3)

where Gs = 2gs ωs denotes the spontaneous rate of Raman
scattering.
Under the condition when both the pump and Stokes light
are on resonance, using the input-output relation [50], the
Raman yield Y (defined as the ratio of output Raman power
Ps to input pump power Pin ) is calculated as
Y =

2κs,1 κp,1 Gs
Ps
=
.
Pin
κs κp2

(4)

To generate Eq. (4), the symmetric input mode is obtained
ccw 2
from |ap,in |2 = |ap,in
| /2 = Pin /2, in the absence of clockwise
input. The output Stokes power is given by Ps = κs,1 |as |2 ,
since both forward and backward Raman scattering can be
collected by the fiber. In addition,
 the Raman scattering
loss terms (ωp /ωs )gs |as |2 ap and j (ωp /ωj )gs (ωj )|aj |2 ap in
Eq. (1) have been neglected, as they are much smaller than
other dissipations of the pump cavity mode.
III. RAMAN YIELD OF THE COUPLING SYSTEM

Throughout this paper, we approximate cavity parameters
for pump and Stokes modes to be identical [e.g., κp,m = κs,m =
κm (m = 0,1,r)], and set Im(χs(3) ) ∼ −10−20 m2 V−2 , np(s) =
1.58, fp(s) (r ) = 0.36, Vp(s) = 150 μm3 , and ωp(s) /(2π ) =
448(418) THz (Ref. [51]). Note that we use polystyrene as
an example, while other materials may have larger third-order
susceptibility.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Raman yield vs particle radius in the
presence (black solid) and absence (black dashed) of the cavity. The
red dotted curve describes the situation when the scatterer-induced
dissipation is neglected, while the blue dashed-dotted curve stands
for the case when the scattering loss dominates. Here the intrinsic
cavity quality factor Q0 is set as 5 × 108 , and the system is initially
at the critical coupling point (κ1 = κ0 ).

FIG. 3. (Color online) Contour plot of Raman yield as a function
of particle radius and intrinsic quality factor in the case of critical
coupling (κ1 = κ0 ). The dashed horizontal line denotes the Raman
yield for different target radius when Q0 = 5 × 108 , corresponding
to the case in Fig. 2. The dash-dotted vertical line describes the yield
for a given particle radius of 40 nm. The red solid curve shows the
optimal κ0 as a function of the particle radius.

A. Raman scattering from different-sized particles

With the increase of particle size, the Rayleigh scattering loss
grows quickly, as the relation κr ∝ V 2 shows. Thus we obtain
Y2 ∝ V −5 , which predicts a rapid drop of signal power in this
region, as indicated by the blue dash-dotted curve in Fig. 2. As
expected, the yield fits Y1 well for small-sized particles with
radius below 20 nm, while it fits Y2 well for large-sized ones
with radius greater than 60 nm, as shown in Fig. 2.
In the intermediate region, the Rayleigh scattering loss
induced by the particle becomes comparable with other
cavity dissipations, and most importantly, there is a trade-off
between the Raman gain and the Rayleigh scattering loss.
With the increase of particle size, the Rayleigh scattering
loss grows much faster than the Raman gain because of
Gs (κs ) ∝ V (V 2 ). At a critical particle size, the Raman yield
reaches its maximum. Deriving from Eq. (4), when strongest
Raman signal is generated, the particle radius is proportional to
−1/6
Q0 , where Q0 stands for the cavity intrinsic quality factor.
The maximum yield is about 1.3 × 10−11 when the particle
radius is about 30 nm in Fig. 2, which shows an enhancement
factor exceeding 108 compared to the noncavity case. It is
found that the maximum mean Stokes photon number Ns is
9 × 10−3 with an excitation power of 1 mW, which further
verifies no stimulated scattering.

The solid curve in Fig. 2 presents how Raman yield depends
on the particle size. The typically weak strength is owing to
the inherent weakness of spontaneous Raman emission and
the small size of nanoparticles. For comparison, the dashed
curve in Fig. 2 also plots the Raman yield in the absence of
the cavity, by assuming that the focused pump laser spot has a
half wavelength in diameter.
In the noncavity case, the yield is proportional to the target
volume, as expected, since the particle size determines the
amount of molecules that take part in the scattering process.
In the taper-cavity system, however, the dependence becomes
nonmonotonic, because the particle scattering losses greatly
modify the cavity field. In more detail, a large-sized particle
generally causes stronger dissipation, which further reduces
the pump light strength inside the cavity and weakens the
Raman signal. Thus, the two size-dependent contributions, i.e.,
Raman gain and scattering loss, have exactly opposite effects
on signal strength, and result in the nonmonotonic dependence,
which will be discussed in the following. Two limits of
Raman yield are considered. First, if Rayleigh scattering loss
is much weaker than other dissipations, i.e., κr  κ0 , Eq. (4)
is simplified to
Y1 = lim Y =
κr κ0

2κ12
Gs .
(κ0 + κ1 )3

(5)

Note that Gs ∝ V , which means Y1 increases linearly with
particle volume, as shown in the red dotted curve in Fig. 2. In
this case, it has the same dependence as that in the noncavity
case.
Second, when the particle becomes large enough and the
scattering dissipation dominates cavity losses κp(s) = 2κr +
κ0 + κ1 , Raman yield is given by
Y2 = lim Y =
κr κ0

κ12
Gs .
4κr3

(6)

B. Raman yield in different microresonators

We further study the Raman yield of a single nanoparticle
in different microcavities. Note that the Raman signal strength
remains monotonic with regard to the cavity mode volume.
Thus, Fig. 3 plots how the yield Y relies on both the target
size and the cavity intrinsic quality factor Q0 when the system
is initially under the critical coupling condition. It shows the
nonmonotonic dependence of signal power on particle size
for a given intrinsic quality factor Q0 . For instance, given
Q0 = 5 × 108 , the dashed horizontal line exactly corresponds
to the case in Fig. 2. In principal, a higher Q0 is beneficial
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Minimum particle radius required to observe Raman light by detectors with different dark count. Cavity
intrinsic quality factors are 5 × 107 , 108 , and 5 × 108 .

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Raman light yield as a function of
coupling parameter κ1 /κ0 , for different-sized particles. (b) Optimal
coupling parameter for certain-sized targets. Here the intrinsic quality
factor is set as 5 × 108 .

for generating a stronger Raman signal. For a given particle
size (e.g., 40 nm in radius, shown by the dash-dotted vertical
line), however, Fig. 3 illustrates a nonmonotonic dependence
of Raman yield on Q0 . The solid curve depicts the optimal
intrinsic quality factor for a given-sized nanoparticle. The
interpretation is discussed in detail in the following.
The taper-cavity coupling condition also plays an important
role in both enhancing and collecting Raman emission.
Different from many cases where the maximum circulating
power inside a cavity is obtained when κ1 /κ0 = 1, we find that
the strongest Raman signal in the present study is generated
when the system initially works in the overcoupling regime
(i.e., κ1 > κ0 ). This can be understood by the two facts. First,
the Rayleigh scattering loss of nanoparticles in an ultrahigh-Q
microcavity is significant and it contributes to the total cavity
loss just like the cavity intrinsic loss. In other words, the critical
coupling condition is modified as κ1 /(κ0 + κr ) = 1. Second,
even if the Rayleigh scattering loss can be neglected, the
maximum Raman yield is achieved when κ1 /κ0 = 2, instead
of κ1 /κ0 = 1, because both pump and Stokes cavity modes are
involved.
In Fig. 4(a), we present Raman yield depending on coupling
coefficient κ1 /κ0 for different particle sizes. When κ1 /κ0
is small, the taper cannot couple the excitation light into
the cavity and collect its emission effectively, resulting in a
weak signal. When κ1 increases, we obtain a higher coupling

efficiency, but the total dissipation grows at the same time.
The trade-off between them leads to the optimal coupling
parameter value for the strongest Raman signal. For instance,
the optimal coupling parameters are about 2.1, 2.8, 6.2, and
17.9, for particles with radius of 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm. The
optimal coupling parameter value increases with the growth of
particle size, as demonstrated in Fig. 4(b). With the increase
of particle size, a larger κ1 is demanded to compensate for the
growing Rayleigh scattering loss, and the system operates most
efficiently in the overcoupling region with κ1 /κ0 exceeding 2.
In addition, we emphasize that a higher quality factor always
generates a stronger Raman signal, as long as the coupling
parameter is adjustable.
IV. DETECTION LIMIT AND DISCUSSION

We now study the detection limit to observe the Raman
signal of a single nanoparticle. In most cases, the information
of targets is retrieved from the line shape of the transmission
spectrum, which makes it sensitive to the noise from pump
laser and thermorefractive fluctuations [52–55]. However, in
our case, the Raman light frequency and intensity are our
concern and the Raman signal has a frequency shift from
the pump light, which makes it immune to the pump laser
and thermorefractive fluctuations. The Raman signal can be
detected when the transmitted Stokes photon number exceeds
the value that a photodetector can distinguish [56].
Figure 5 depicts how the minimum detectable particle
radius depends on the dark count rate of photodetectors.
As demonstrated in the previous discussion, a higher cavity
intrinsic quality factor Q0 leads to more Stokes photons, which
further predicts a lower detection limit. For example, when the
dark count rate of the photodetector is 10 ms−1 , the Raman
light from a 15-nm-radius particle is detectable for Q0 being
5 × 108 , while for Q0 being 5 × 107 , the minimum detectable
particle is about 33 nm in radius. For comparison, the lower
particle radius limit of mode splitting is calculated as 14 nm
for cavities with an intrinsic quality factor of 108 (Ref. [25]),
because the mode splitting of a passive cavity can only be
resolved when the amount of splitting exceeds the total cavity
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decay rate. It should be noted that we have not considered
the collection efficiency of photodetectors or other detection
noise, which require further studies.
The previous discussion is limited to the ideal situation
when both pump and Raman light are strictly on resonance. In
practice, the frequency shift of Stokes cavity mode ω =
ωp − ωs can have a deviation from Raman shift R . In
this case, the Raman susceptibility is given by χR(3) (ω) =
2 R R ξR /( 2R − ω2 + 2i R ω), where R is the Raman
resonance half width, and ξR denotes the peak susceptibility
value when ω = R [57]. When the pump light detuning p
is also considered, the Raman yield Y is obtained as

V. CONCLUSION

Y =

κp2
κp2

+

42p



4
2
R

2
R

− ω2

R ω

2

+4

2
2
R ω

Y,

(7)

where the expression of Y is given by Eq. (4). At the
Raman shift of 1601 cm−1 , the Raman resonance half
width is 2π × 138 GHz for polystyrene [58]. Evidently, the
cavity linewidth is much narrower than the Raman linewidth.
Moreover, there could be tens of cavity modes within the
Raman gain bandwidth. For microspheres, for instance, the
spectra are dense due to the presence of high-order radial
modes and degenerated azimuthal modes. On the one hand,
the spontaneous Raman emission rate is not modified by
the Purcell effect because of the broad Raman linewidth
and rich WGM spectra [59], in contrast to the Purcell
enhancement of Rayleigh scattering [60]. On the other hand,
cavity modes which lie in the Raman gain bandwidth can help
to estimate line shape of spontaneous Raman emission to some
extent.
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